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CleanINTERNET

Intelligence-led Cyber Defense

CleanINTERNET is a managed security service that provides an important layer of
security. By applying threat intelligence to enforce a robust security policy and protect
your network from known threats, CleanINTERNET offers continuous protection along
with a massive reduction in threat event volume.
Centripetal provides the industry’s best threat intelligence network
protection, designed as a cost effective outsourced managed service.
Our experienced team of security experts will do all the heavy lifting
— including implementation, configuration, management, and
comprehensive ongoing threat analysis— so you can get you up
and running fast.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• NSaaS — Network Security
as a Service model
•P
 roactive and continuous
network shielding (block)

•B
 lock and stop suspicious or malicious activity that you
don’t want or need — both inbound and outbound

•M
 assive reduction of noise
and false positives

•M
 alicious cyber risks are automatically mitigated before
they ever reach your network

•R
 eal-time cyber threat
intelligence feed updates

• The service adds a critical layer of ‘must-have’ protection
at the edge of your enterprise network

• Integrated Packet Capture
analysis capability (PCAP)

•A
 lways-on, curated, and aggregated advanced cyber
threat intelligence feeds from “best-in-class” high fidelity
providers
•A
 ccess to an experienced and talented team of cyber
security analyst professionals to help continually optimize
the service
All the benefits of the CleanINTERNET service are realized
immediately upon deployment and activation. The comprehensive
set of security rules and policies will begin scrubbing your inbound
& outbound streams of traffic against billions of Indicators of
Compromise (IOC).

•M
 onitoring and visibility
cloud-based dashboards
•R
 apid TTV — operational
within 1 day
•T
 urnkey deployment by our
expert support team
•O
 perational expenditure
financial cost model
•R
 educe business risk by
enhancing security posture

Centripetal protects your organization from advanced threats by operationalizing intelligence.
CentripetalNetworks.com

Our goal is to continually make your environment more secure and develop risk models
to flush out new threats and anomalies. We do this by gaining and maintaining a deep
understanding of your threat environment, security posture and ongoing requirements
throughout the service relationship. From this, we can implement additional broad
detection policies and craft enterprise-specific risk models to strengthen your defense.
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Applied Threat Intelligence. We integrate the highest-quality threat intelligence feeds that are
dynamically updated in real time with the best actionable threat data available. CleanINTERNET can block
all known malicious threats such as malware, spyware, ransomware, URLs, IPs, ITAR, CIDRs, nation states,
and other common attack vectors.
Automated Enforcement. This service delivers automated enforcement through a robust security policy
made up of millions of complex rules leveraging billions of threat Indicators of Compromise (IOCs), all from
high confidence threat intelligence sources. This continuous policy enforcement provides a compelling
security policy, investigating every inbound and outbound packet on your network against threat
intelligence feeds to either trust, shield, or allow packets.
COMPREHENSIVE
REPORTING

Live Analyst Support. Live, experienced cyber analyst support will help fine tune your threat intelligence
feeds and current security policy, and continually enhance your overall security posture. We are a trusted
partner to augment your security team and provide advanced knowledge, skills and expertise. We
continually analyze threat and event data, and monitor all suspicious activity in order to optimize the
effectiveness of your security posture.
Comprehensive Reporting. Provide executive and analyst level reporting of all key findings regarding
threats, suspicious activity and historical enforcement data. You have access to a real-time cloud-based
SIEM visualization dashboard of your important threat activity. Personalized operational reports and
technical debriefs on a monthly and quarterly basis provides strategic visibility on your threat landscape,
network performance and overall security posture.
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